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Kahoot answers on screen

prime117 11 11 comments With larger classrooms it is very difficult for everyone to see the questions and answers on the projector screen, it would be very useful for players to be able to see questions and answers on their computer, phone, etc. Thank you, before playing Kahoot! In the classroom, you need to create
kahoot! account and Kahoot! Quiz. If you did not do this, you can see the following tutorials. How to create Kahoot! How to create a Kahoot account! Take the Go to kahoot.com and sign in to your account. At the top of the menu, click the Kahoots tab. In the Kahoots Quiz page, a. Select the Kahoots quiz check box that
you want to play. B. Click Play. Choose Classic (player vs. players) or team mode (team vs. team with shared devices) Note: In game options, you can customize point bonuses, name generator (auto-generated nickname to maintain student anonymity), randomization of questions and answers, two-step connect for
additional security (students enter the game pin and select the correct pattern), automatic transitions, and game pin display. The game lobby with Game Pin # and connection instructions will now appear on the screen. Students enter Pin # in Kahoot! mobile apps or on kahoot.it on your devices (computer or mobile) and
click Enter. Students enter a nickname and click ok, go! which will be filled on the screen in the game lobby. Note: Students also have the option to choose an automatically generated nickname. You will see students who have joined this Kahoot! To start the game, click the Start button on the screen. Question-and-
answer options appear on the screen, while student screens appear on the answer buttons. Note: Students choose a response option that corresponds to a button with the same color and shape as the answer option. Once all players have answered the question, the correct answer and a bar chart with the overall class
response frame will appear on the instructor's screen. Click Next to go to the next question. At the end of each question, the top five shooters appear in the leaderboard. Once the game is over, the winner's information will be displayed on the podium and their personal results and rank will be displayed on the student's
screen. Click Get Results to save an Excel table with response results and student scores. Note: Students can rate the Kahoot quiz, and you can also save these results. Our main mission is to make learning amazing. To do this, we believe that we can have the greatest impact by focusing on social learning. When we
designed our arrangement, we considered and tested many different approaches. It was perfectly clear to us that engagement and learning diminished when students were fixated on their own devices, largely siloed on their own personal experiences. When students have to look up to questions and answers on a shared
screen or a screen in front of a room, they are more aware of each other and the result is often Experience. They cheer and engage in conversation with their classmates around educational content. With that said, we understand that this setting may not work ideally for everyone. When adding this dynamic to our
platform does not correspond to our current development plan, do not hesitate to add voices and comments on this idea in our forum of proposals. In addition, if you have other ideas that might suit your needs and fall more in line with our focus on social learning, be sure to search for them or add them to our forum. Hello!
I'd like to play Kahoot! with their students from home. Can I add this feature because most teachers currently teach from home? Thank you, Kahoot! I started a virtual class because we're all in a coronavirus lock. We tried to play kahoot! but the kids don't see the questions. Well done Kahoot!. You're useless in the virtual
world at all. A waste of time. Time.
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